
As you all know, it has been a crazy year. In many parts of the Woods it has been 
an opportunity to bring neighbors together. Out of extreme caution, most of the 
Woods HOA neighborhood social events have been cancelled. We have thought 
of a safe outdoor event that all neighbors can participate in.

1st ever! Woods Thanksgiving Day  
Turkey Trot and Family Fun Run

A 5k course and a 1 mile course will be set up through the streets of the Woods 
for a chance for runners, walkers, dog walkers, joggers, families, etc., to get out, 
have some fun, see neighbors at a safe distance.

Cost - $15 per person which includes a specially designed long sleeve t-shirt, a 
medal, and snacks. If you want to participate and would prefer not to get a shirt 
the cost is $3 per person.

The run will start and end at the Woods Playground on Ellsworth and will kick off at 9am, Thanksgiving Morning. See you there!

PLEASE REGISTER. ALL TICKET AND SHIRT ORDERS need to be in to Tom and Bonnie by November 15, 2020.

Name_____________________________________________   Email ____________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________ Phone_______________________________________  

How many attendees (including yourself, $3.00 each) _____    

 

Specially Designed Woods of Strongsville Turkey Trot T-shirts!  (circle sizes)

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Adult Turkey Trot T-shirt           Small           Medium          Large          XLarge          XXLarge

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Adult Turkey Trot T-shirt           Small           Medium          Large          XLarge          XXLarge

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Adult Turkey Trot T-shirt           Small           Medium          Large          XLarge          XXLarge

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Adult Turkey Trot T-shirt            Small           Medium          Large          XLarge          XXLarge

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Adult Turkey Trot T-shirt            Small           Medium          Large          XLarge          XXLarge

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Child Turkey Trot T-shirt            Small           Medium          Large          XLarge

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Child Turkey Trot T-shirt            Small           Medium          Large          XLarge

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Child Turkey Trot T-shirt            Small           Medium          Large          XLarge

QUANTITY @ $12 each _______      Child Turkey Trot T-shirt            Small           Medium          Large          XLarge

TOTAL (add Tickets @ $3 each, shirts @ $12 each)                                                                                                     $ _____________________

DISCLAIMER: In consideration of your acceptance of this entry, I hereby, for myself, heirs, executors and administrators, waive, release and discharge the Woods of 
Strongsville HOA, from any and all of the claims, demands or causes of action I may have resulting from or arising out of my participation of this event. I agree to 
indemnify and hold all of the above mentioned harmless for any injury suffered or alleged to be suffered in connection with this race. I acknowledge the aware-
ness and complete assumption of responsibility for the risks involved in participation of this event and I understand the terms of this release. I also attest that I am 
physically fit and have sufficiently trained to compete in this event.

Checks make out to The Woods of Strongsville. Print out this form and drop off or mail to:
Tom & Bonnie Newbould   |  The Woods of Strongsville   |   c/o 19108 Blue Spruce Dr.   |   Strongsville, OH 44149


